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Abstract 

At all times we are exposed to a vast variety of sounds consciously or unconsciously, affecting 

our moods and emotional states. Music has been found to be an effective state management 

strategy through self-selection and will to alter our mood. The present study explores the effect 

of unconscious auditory introjections on mood and its management through self-selection. 30 

participants were instructed to imagine a past event in their lives expressing specific emotions. 

The three instructed emotions were anxious, sad and angry. Different expressive music were 

used including calming, soothing as well as high tempo amped up soundtracks. Immediate 

verbal responses from the participants during the experiment regarding the study were taken 

into account. A self-report questionnaire (mDES) was used to assess the impact of music on 

mood on the basis of positive and negative emotions experienced. The results showed self- 

reported positive emotions were significantly higher as compared to negative emotions. No 

significant differences were found between males and females. The study also explored 

consciously selected music as a strategy for mood management. Implications and further 

studies suggestions were also discussed. 
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Introduction 

Humans unconsciously take in a vast 

amount of information through our various 

senses. 
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Consciously and unconsciously in our daily 

lives, we are exposed to various 

introjections that can alter our state and 

elicit emotional response thus affecting our 

behaviour. State is the particular condition 

at any moment of an individual - our 

emotions, our thoughts, our sensory register 

and what we are doing with it. It defines 

how a person is in a given situation at a 

given place and time. More than “how” it 

constitutes a whole lot of variables of 

“who” a person is at any instant. When we 

are talking about state, we are specifically 

referring to internal state, sum total of our 

psychological and physiological 

components. 
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Introspecting about the current state and 

manipulating and managing it helps us in 

getting the desired behaviour outcome. 

Depending on how well we are able to 

manage our state, we can appear to be 

contracted, reacting and closed, as opposed 

to grounded, connected and open when 

managed well. Managing internal states 

depends a lot on past experience, desired 

state, immediate as well as future goals and 

emotional intelligence. 

 

Our Modalities 

Neuro-Linguistic Programming or NLP is a 

psychological approach using the modeling 

technique to analyse strategies used by 

successful individuals for personal goals. It 

relates thoughts, language, and patterns of 

behavior learned through experience to 

specific outcomes. In NLP, VAKOG model 

elaborates on how people use sensory 

information with different emphasis. The 

five sense involved as per VAKOG are, 

 VISUAL, It is focused on visual senses. 

People who are visually oriented most 

frequently use words like see, look, 

imagine, examine, inspect, apparently, 

peek, short-sighted, overview etc. 

 

 AUDITORY, It is focused on auditory 

senses. Expressions like Quiet, calm, 

loud, that sounds good, discuss, 

rumour, hear, speechless, say, whine, 

something clicked, listen to somebody, 

clear as a bell, loud and clear, hear 

somebody out are usually used often by 

audio oriented people. 

 

 KINESTHETIC, This sense is related to 

touch, skin and feel. A kinesthetic 

oriented person might use words like 

gritty, creepy, heart skips a beat, be on 

cloud nine, hold on, pull some strings, 

hand in hand, slip my mind, keep one's 

feet on the ground, feel secure, ice runs 

down my spine, foot asleep etc. 

 

 OLFACTORY, It is focused on smell, 

nose. People who are oriented to this 

sense often say things like smell, scent, 

burned, rosy, smoky, mossy, earthy, 

woody, odourless, perfumed etc. 

 

 GUSTATORY, This channel relates to 

taste and tongue. Expressions like 

Juicy, suck, fatty, smack, lick, sip, 

slobber, taste, burnt, nutty, delicious, 

dry, oily, spicy, hot, mellow, bitter, 

sweet, sour, creamy etc. 

 

Individuals give different amounts of 

emphasis to different senses which reflects 

in their communication. According to 

emphasis, people are oriented to different 

senses which translates to how we perceive 

the world, how we assess it, how we 

evaluate it and ultimately elicits a response 

towards it. This paper is focused on 

auditory introjections. 

 

Auditory Introjections 

At all times we have our auditory channels 

on. We may or may not be consciously 

focusing our attention on audio stimuli but 

it still affects our state and ultimately our 

behaviour. The kind of music we listen to, 

the pitch, loudness, tone all contribute to 

the unconscious reservoir of thoughts. 

 

The experience that we share with a 

particular sound also elicits an emotional 

response from us depending on the previous 

state that we had when we earlier lived that 

experience. Unconscious auditory 

introjections affecting our state can be 

exemplified in daily life, when we are 

trying to relax and hear our neighbour 

having loud party music on it irritates us, 

however if we are in that party it elevates 

our mood and makes us groovy. 

 

The fact that we describe sounds in terms of 

the emotions that they elicit or the mood or 

frame of mind associated with these sounds 

for example irritating sounds, calming 

music, chilling music and so on and so 

forth, shows the direct effect sounds have 

on us. Personal experiences, cultural 

conditioning and personal preferences are 
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some of the factors influencing the kind of 

state any sound brings on in us. 

 

Conscious Management Strategy 

Consciously choosing music to improve 

one's own internal state or to achieve a 

desired state outcome represents the 

individual as being emotionally intelligent. 

Several studies have shown the favourable 

impact self-selected music has on our 

states. Take for instance, a situation where 

you have to give a speech or a presentation 

in the office, you play your playlist that you 

have chosen consciously and instantly you 

feel calm and composed, ready to ace the 

presentation. Another way to look at it is 

through the lens of memories, specific 

pieces of music elicit specific episodic 

memories. It might be a song that you heard 

on your first date or a song that you listened 

while driving home from your first day at a 

job or some other good memory associated 

with a song, now when you hear the same 

song you instantly get reminded of the 

memory associated with it and it lifts your 

mood. 

 

Review of Literature 

There have been a varied range of studies 

on how music causes neuroendocrine 

changes. Music induces both psychological 

and physiological changes in the body. 

Music therapy is a pragmatic approach to 

this theoretical framework. It has been 

shown to be helpful especially for pain and 

anxiety reduction. (Evans, 2002). Even in 

the physical rehabilitation field, music is 

used as a motivator for improvement in 

motion and motor skills. Different reviews 

have found music therapy to be facilitating 

the improvements with regular physical 

therapy. (Paul & Ramsey, 2000; Weller & 

Baker, 2011). Previous findings have 

suggested that the kind of music being 

listened to elicits distinct responses in terms 

of physiological changes like heartbeat, 

blood pressure, hormonal secretion and 

psychological changes like emotional state. 

Techno-music was found to be related to 

increased physiological reactions as well as 

self-reported emotional state, while 

classical music only showed changes in 

emotional state (Gerra et al., 1997). In the 

same vein, Labbe et al. (2007), reported that 

classical or self-selected music reduces 

negative emotional states and physiological 

arousals after an exposure to a stressor as 

opposed to techno-music or heavy metal 

music. The study also reflected how music 

is deeply embedded in youth culture. 

Despite many studies reflecting the use of 

music as a self-management strategy, it has 

received limited attention in sports 

psychology research. A study on young 

tennis players on emotional manipulation 

using music affirmed the above. The 

findings suggested that consciously 

selected music elicited the desired state, 

elevated mood and arousal levels, factors 

like extramusical associations, desired 

state, inspirational lyrics and music 

properties were involved (Bishop et al., 

2007). Considering the phenomenon of 

music eliciting emotions, there has always 

been dialogues as to whether music elicits 

genuine emotional responses in listeners 

(emotivist view) or the listeners merely 

perceive the emotions elicited by music 

(cognitivist view). A study by Lundqvist et. 

al (2009) on this issue involved 32 

participants who were measured on self- 

reported emotions, facial muscle activity 

and autonomic activity while listening to 

popular music expressing either sad or 

happy emotions. The study provided 

evidence for emotivist position. As the 

music used was composed specifically for 

this experiment, the association or past 

experience to a specific piece of music was 

also unfounded. 

 

Aim 

The study aims to explore the effect of 

auditory introjections on the internal state 

and its management through self-selection. 
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Hypotheses 

The following hypotheses are tested in the 

present study: 

 Music has an influence on our states 

 Unconscious audio introjections alter 

our internal states and behaviour 

 Consciously selected audio input helps 
in better state management 

 

Methodology 

Material used: Modified Differential 

Emotions Scale (mDES) by Frederickson 

was used to assess the positive and negative 

emotions during the study. An open-ended 

survey was used to ask the participants how 

the perception of their mood states changed 

throughout the experiment. The survey 

consisted of 3 questions (How did you feel 

while imagining the event? How did you 

feel after listening to the music? And how 

did you try to focus on the music and away 

from the past event?). 

 

Scale used: A google form of the mDES 

was formed consisting of 20 items ( 10 

based on positive emotions and 10 based on 

negative emotions). The scale is purposed 

to assess the extent to which positive and 

negative emotions were experienced in a 

particular time frame. 

 

Participants: The sample consisted of 12 

female and 18 male participants of age 

range 18-24. Purposive sampling was used, 

the age range was selected considering the 

importance of music in youth culture and 

youth being the demographic group using 

music apps the most. 

 

Procedure : The present study was 

performed on three groups. For each group, 

10 different participants were called on a 

google meet. The participants were 

randomly divided into groups for each 

session. During the google meet, the 

participants were asked to close their eyes, 

relax and then were asked to imagine a 

particular event where they felt anxious 

(first group) or sad (second group) or angry 

(third group). After letting them feel the 

same emotions they were feeling during 

that particular event, selected music 

expressing the opposite emotions were 

played for each group, i.e., weightless by 

Marconi, Zingaat from Sairat movie and 

Kun Faya Kun from Rockstar movie, for 

respective groups. They were instructed to 

listen carefully as there will be questions 

about it afterwards, when in fact there were 

no questions asked. After listening to the 

music and filling the mDES, they were 

asked about the difference in their moods 

before and after listening to the music. The 

participants were debriefed, the experiment 

lasted about 30 minutes. 

 

Research Design 

The study was conducted with an 

experimental design. Purposive sampling 

method was used to choose participants in 

the desired age range. For data analysis, 

qualitative method was used on the open- 

ended survey and statistical analysis was 

done on the raw scores obtained from the 

self-report mDES questionnaire. 

 

Results 

The scores of positive and negative emotion 

scores on the mDES are provided in Table 

1. For females, the positive emotions were 

higher than the negative emotions. Similar 

relation was found among the scores for 

males and overall in general for the 30 

participants. Females showed slightly 

lower scores on both positive and negative 

emotion scales, as compared to males. The 

in-between and amongst groups scores for 

both positive and negative emotions are 

shown in fig.1. All of them showed higher 

scores on the positive scale than on the 

negative scale. 

 

At the end, during the open-ended survey, 

the participants responded to having 

changed mood states from when they were 

imagining the past event. They reported 

feeling the same emotions as the time that 

particular event actually happened. Slowly 

as they tried to listen to the music carefully 

and gravitated towards it, they felt a lot 
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better, feeling calmer in the case of group 1 

and 3, while the group 2 participants felt 

hyped up and wanting to dance. 

 

Table 1 Means and standard deviations for 

positive and negative emotion scores for 

male and female participants as assessed 

from the mDES. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 1 Positive and negative emotion means 

for each group 

NOTE- Each group had 10 participants, the 

above figure provides the graphical 

representation of the positive and negative 

scores as assessed by the mDES 

questionnaire. Differences among and 

between groups can also be seen in the 

figure. 
 

Discussion 

The results of our study support the 

hypothesis that music impacts the internal 

state even when exposed to it 

unconsciously and self-selected music with 

previous extra musical associations or 

desired expressions can be used as an 

emotional management strategy. Listening 

to the selected music showed significant 

changes in the emotional responses. The 

positive emotions score in the self-report 

questionnaire was higher than the negative 

emotions score with no significant 

differences between genders. 

 

Exposure to the stressor event through 

reliving of the past emotional experience 

elicited similar responses in the participants 

during the study. The participants reported 

feeling anxious, sad or angry during the 

session as instructed for each group. It can 

be reflected that the emotions experienced 

by the participants were cognitive 

perception of the genuine emotions 

associated with the original event. This was 

why they were able to report feeling the 

same emotions, when the music was 

played. The participants were not asked to 

remove themselves from the imagining of 

the event just yet, to elucidate the 

relationship between unconscious auditory 

introjections on mood. The music 

positively impacted the mood of the 

participants as can be seen through the 

figures and table above. Thus confirming 

our hypothesis that unconscious music has 

an impact on our emotions. In a similar 

vein, a study by Eerola (2016) reported even 

sad music having a positive impact on the 

listeners’ mood and brings them pleasure 

and comfort. Music designed to have a 

specific effect on the listener has been 

found to be most impactful in increasing 

positive emotions and decreasing negative 

emotions (McCarty et. al, 1998), thus 

confirming the findings from our present 

study. In addition to specifically designed 

music, the will to alter our mood greatly 

affects the extent to which we experience 

happiness while listening to music, as 

reported in a study by Ferguson et. al 

(2013). 

 

The music selected was widely popular, 

especially among youth, owing to their 

  Positive 
Emotions 

Negative 
Emotions 

 Mean 34.42 17.75 

FEMALE N 12 12 

 Std. 
Deviation 

3.579 3.279 

 Mean 35.17 19.72 

MALE N 18 18 

 Std. 
Deviation 

3.808 7.737 

 Mean 34.87 18.93 

TOTAL N 30 30 

 Std. 
Deviation 

3.674 6.335 
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respective movies faring extremely well on 

box office, while for one of the groups, a 

research backed soundtrack was used 

which reportedly reduces 65% anxiety 

according to a research by mindlab (2019). 

With years of exposure to music and 

associated moods through television and 

movies, people have formed particular 

cognitive sets with respect to certain types 

of music (Stratton et. al, 1991). This is 

reflected in how the expressive emotions in 

the music affect an individual’s emotions or 

their cognitive perception. For example, 

when listening to a sad song, we tend to feel 

down or may get remembered of a sad 

incident similar to the story expressed in the 

music. Similarly tempo (high or low) and 

mode (major or minor) unconsciously causes 

changes in mood and arousal, as found in a 

previous study (Hussain et al., 2002). 

 

Lyrical music tracks have also been found 

to increase attention performance as 

compared to non-lyrical songs in a previous 

study (Shih et al., 2016). In the present study, 

Hindi speaking participants in the third 

group reflected their understanding of ‘Kun 

Faya Kun’ song’s lyrics and were able to 

connect to it more as a result. While the 

participants in the second group, owing to 

the fact that they could not understand 

‘Zingaat’ song’s marathi lyrics, reported 

feeling energised just because of the fast 

beats and high tempo. It can be attributed 

to the fact that language or words is how 

people express themselves, understand and 

communicate with other people or the 

outside world. 

 

The study has both practical as well as 

theoretical implications. Music can be 

explored more as a form of therapy for 

acute issues like anxiety, depression and 

mood disorders. Individuals can use it as a 

management strategy in daily lives to more 

efficiently manage their emotions and 

eventually their behaviour. 30 participants 

were involved in the study, all in the age 

range of 18-24, i.e. youth and thus cannot 

be generalised to other demographic 

groups. Further research can address this 

issue by studying other demographic and 

social groups. To elaborate more on the 

processes during change in emotional 

states, standardised tests can be explored by 

the researchers. Physiological responses 

like heart rate, blood pressure and hormonal 

change can also be studied to elaborate on 

the overall changes in the body caused by 

music. 

 

The study was limited to participants from 

urban middle class families of a limited age 

group having ready access to the internet. 

Hormonal changes were not taken into 

account due to restriction of resources. 

Online medium restricted the observations 

in terms of non-verbal behaviour of the 

participants. These limitations can be 

addressed in future studies. 

 

Conclusion 

The present study aimed to elucidate the 

impact of music on emotional internal state 

and how self-selected music can be used as 

a mood management strategy. Using a 

virtual platform and Google forms, the 

experiment was conducted in three groups 

with 10 participants in each group. 

Modified differential emotions scale 

(mDES) was used to assess the effect of 

music on the participant’s mood. The 

verbal responses of the participants’ at the 

end of the experiment, regarding the 

difference in their moods before and after 

listening to the music was also taken into 

account. The results showed higher levels 

of positive emotion scores as compared to 

negative emotion scores on the scale. This 

proves the hypothesis that music affects our 

internal state, considering that the 

participants were instructed to imagine past 

events involving negative emotions before 

listening to the music. The study can be 

explored in a practical paradigm in the form 

of musical therapy as an intervention as 

well as a management strategy in daily 

lives. Future studies can explore different 

demographic groups to further generalise 

the present study. 
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